
Serve Data. Trade Data. 
Feed your smart contracts.

Our vision is a world of decentralized data feeding 
the blockchain.
Our first step was developing a market for curating data feeds. Now that 
we have built a solid infrastructure, we're working with key partners to 
develop powerful data feeds capable of impacting the global economy.

Zap is bridging the gap between real world data and diverse smart 
contract platforms.

Why Oracles?
Smart contracts allow the arbitrary redistribution of crypto capital. The 
biggest obstacle to the further growth of smart contracts is the need to 
receive data about the real world. If smart contracts could act based on 
any arbitrary data, the blockchain could truly encompass all global value.

Zap allows data providers to profit from delivering valuable information to 
the blockchain. Zap allows smart contract developers to leverage real 
world data on the blockchain.

What is Zap?
1) Zap is a set of tools that al low peers to exchange and monetize their  
data.

2) Zap is an access token for creating or accessing data from an oracle 
on the Zap platform.

Current progress.
Our SDK is slated for release by Q2 2018 and al lows developers to 
interface with our platform via an npm package. With the SDK, 
developers can register data-providers on our backend, write feed-
specif ic daemons to serve both queries and subscript ion requests, 
operate Ethereum/ZAP-token wal lets in their  projects, stake tokens to 
data-providers for payments and speculat ion, incorporate data streams 
into their  project and develop custom handlers for custom request 
handl ing.
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